
2019 IOM Canadian National Championship Regatta 
article by Martin Herbert, IOM #38 

The resurgence of the Vancouver IOM fleet made them the obvious choice to host this 
year's main event. The successful testing of Cranberry Pond last year cinched it, so when 
that pond became unavailable it seemed the event was off to a rocky start. Steveston was 
available but low tide levels on the appointed dates posed another problem but it was 
too far along in the process to change the dates. Race officer Nigel Ashman was 
presented with a difficult situation, 

"I had some sleepless nights thinking how we could indeed "make it work”, but thanks 
to the exemplary effort of all the helpers and especially Gunther (as always), I think we 
got away with it?” 

Sometimes out of adversity good things come and Nigel and crew more than got away 
with it, they made the most of it and put on a fine show. The flip side of low tide and a 
narrow venue was that the sailors were elevated above the racing and had a good view 
for crossing tacks. The close banks made for very tactical racing with boats calling for 
“Water” on both sides of the course. When the expected wind came in on day 2 and 3 the 
racing was great fun and very exciting as Gunther Yip was rowing back and forth on the 
far bank, sounding the depth and moving the warning markers as the tide changed. 
Those who pushed the boundaries sometimes found mud, especially mid tack when the 
keel went vertical. 

Day one came with a fickle wind blowing across the course in fitful puffs, a race 
committee’s worst nightmare. A windward leg was not to be found in either direction. 
Nigel’s “make it work” ethic solved this with semantics and for each race he announced 
the “Weather Mark”, stated the course marks and off we went on a reach. If the wind 
filled from the bank then the windward boats did well but if it jumped them and hit the 
leeward boats first, well… I tried both, saw both work and fail. No lead was safe, ever, 
but somehow thing evened out and George Pedrick settled into consistent sailing that 
would stand him in good stead throughout the event. Day two saw A rig sailing, stronger 
in the morning easing off as the day progressed with the fleet sorting itself out with ten 
good races. Day 3 saw strong winds and B rig sailing. A few lulls got people thinking A 
rig but forays in that direction proved unsuccessful. Six good races were sailed before 
the time expired to bring the total to twenty two races over the three days. 

George Pedrick, from Point Richmond, California, won the Canadians on Saltspring in 
2016, starting the American domination that his win continued this year. Second place 
was Kelly Martin, from Bellingham, who was our National Champ in 2017. In third place 
was Mark Golison, from Long Beach, California, who was our National Champion last 
year. The last Canadian to win it was Graham Herbert in 2015. Scroll down the result 
and you will find the top Canadian this year, Rob Mulder in 7th place. Only two 
Canadians made it to the top ten. 
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Some of the highlights for me were the camaraderie among the competitors. I walked 
over the hear as Steve Landeau from Savannah talked Calgary’s Andrew Baak through 
his tuning procedure, sharing his knowledge. That was Saturday morning, check out 
Andrew’s scores to race 7 and then afterwards and see how well he was listening. On 
Sunday Blair Vonkoughnett came to me after race 18 and made some comments and 
suggestions. He could see what I could not and my last four races confirm how right he 
was. When Gary Boell sustained damage to his boat, he was surrounded by people 
willing to help to get him back on the water, at the ready with spare parts or whatever he 
needed. The best part is sailing really hard trying to win but still being able to appreciate 
the skill of those just a little bit better, giving you that bench mark to your goal. The 
behind the scenes crew worked hard and well, Pat Dion on lunches (and a touching 
eulogy for our friend Tony Cox) and Barry Fox on scoring and keeping us humble. Many 
hands pitched in. 

George Pedrick, Kelly Martin 
and Gary Boell in perfect tune 
and sailing well (photo by 
Barry Fox) 
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Gunther Yip 
ready for action 
while #13, 
Victoria’s Andy 
Allen is pursued 
by five 
Americans 
(photo by Barry 
Fox) 

Top Canadian Rob Mulder 
(photo by Barry Fox)
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